TO:  HENRY SASS

FROM:  DIRECTOR

CONF:  SAS 8

INFO:  COP, C/OPS, CI/A, EE 4, W/7, WH

TYPIC REBOOK

RE:  A.  HENI 6912 (IN 61977)

B.  HENI 6914 (IN 61982)

1.  SR. ALEX SHATTEN TYPIC OFFICER ARRIVING AA 57 AT 1400

16 NOVEMBER.  WILL CALL STATION ON ARRIVAL.  PLEASE RESERVE AT FRANCIS.

2.  CUBAFLUG AND VIPs ARRIVED PAN AA FLT. 542 2240.

16 NOVEMBER.  MAY NEED STATION HELP ON RETURN TO 9.  PLEASE INFORM SHATTEN.

3.  TRACES ON JAP LITTORAL TO FOLLOW.
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